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ABSTRACT. It is shown that the continuity of the mapping in Pathak’s fixed point theorem for

normed spaces is not necessary.
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INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS.
In [1] Pathak gives the following definitions:

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a normed vector space; then T, a self mapping of X is called a

’generalized contractive mapping’ if

Tx- TY <- q max {llx-y[I,

z- Ty I1[1 Tx IJ]

- Tz I1[1 -T II]
+ z Tz

y- Tz I111 y-T
/ Tx y

+ Ily-Tyll

+ II-Tu

(1.1)
for all x, y in X, where 0 < q < 1.

DEFINITION 2. Let T be a self mapping of a Banach space X. The Mann iterative process

associated with T is defined in the following manner:

Let x0 be in X and set xn+l=(1-cn) xn+caTx., for n_>0, where c, satisfies (i) co=l (ii)
0< c, < for n >0, (iii) l,imooc,=h >0.

He then proves the following theorem:

THEOREM. Let X be a closed, convex subset of a normed space N, let T be a generalized
contractive mapping of X with T continuous on X, and let {z,}, the sequence of Mann iterates

associated with T, be the same as defined above where {c,} satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). If

converges in X, then it converges to a fixed point of T.
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Pathak finally asks if the continuity of T is necessary in the theorem for T to have a fixed

point.

The answer is in the affimnative. To see this, note that if T is a generalized contractive

mapping then T also satisfies the inequality

Tx- Ty -< q max {ll y II, "- r II, - Ty II, Y- Tz II, Y- Ty II} (1.2)
for all , in X, where 0 < q < 1.

Using inequality (1.2) now instead of inequality (1.1) to simplify the work, it follows in exactly
the same way as in Pathak’s proof of the theorem that if,li x,, z, then

IIz-Zzll <_ IIz-n+ll /(1-c,,,)llz,,-Zzll
+cnqmax {ll,-zll, II,-Zx, ll, II,-Z=ll, IlZx,-zll, IIz-Zzll} (1.3)

It now follows from the definition of ,, in Definition 2 that

and so

:rn + (1- Cn)
Tz c

lim Tx z.

On letting n tend to infinity in inequality (1.3) we now have

IIz-Tzll <(1-h)llz-Tzll +hq max {0, IIz-Tzll}

(1 -h+hq) z-Tz II,
where h + hq < 1. Thus Tz z.
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